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CITY EDITION

of the footprints, kept Jones' boots
of venue to another county, although
wang-si- .
its population is about
for evidence and went and placed
Fredericks declares there exists
2,500,000.
The city proper Is about
Jones under arrest. It is said that
reason for a change.
TO
six miles in circumference and is en
Jones made a damaging admission at
McManigal made another change of
circled by a brick wall laid on granite
the time he was taken into custody.
front today, by holding a long Inter
and sandstone foundations, measuring
SPHINX-LIK- E
which will not be made public until
view with Attorney Hilton, of counabout twenty feet in thickness and
the preliminary hearing, the date for
sel for the defense. The latter said
twenty-fiv- e
to forty feet in height.
which has not yet been set.
afterward that McManigal admitted
The city is one of the principal seats
Attending physicians have given up
having made a statement to the dis
of the Chinese silk industry and ow
hope for Gardner's recovery and his
trict attorney, but gave his reasons
ing to Us advantageous commercial
death is expected at any hour. He
for doing so, which Hilton said were
location, is one of the chief export
YEGGMEN LAST NIGHT WORKED was shot through the right side of OBEY INSTRUCTIONS
OF THEIR eminently satisfactory to the defense, MAYOR ASSASSINATED
BY THE cities of China,
exporting silk, tea, THE INSURRECTO CONFIDENTIAL
the head. Just above the ear. Two
ON BEN
UNSUCCESSFULLY
ATTORNEYS NOT TO TALK
BLOODTHIRSTY
ANTI.
matting, firecrackers, oils, paper and
AGENT IN WASHINGTON TO
'
No.' 4 shot took effect in' the brain.
MEAT PRICES TO SOAR
BRUHN'S STRONG BOX
ABOUT CASE
preserves. Canton has steam com
MANCHU CLAN
Jones will likely be held until Gard
REPRESENT REBELS
munlcatlon with Hong Kong, Macao
Mea, prices likely will be effected
ner dies and will then be arraigned
and Shanghai, and boats ply up and
materially
by the insurrection In
MISSING HOSTLER SUSPECTED on a charge f first degree murder.
PRISONERS ARE NOT WORRYING Mexico,
g
or Pearl river HE IS DUE IN EL PASO TODAY
according to local cattle men LOYALTY OF TROOPS DOUBTED down the
Jones came to Taiban about fifteen
Extensive cattle feeders, who have
connecting Canton with the sea, sev
months ago. He is 32 years old. He
hty miles distant. It has from time
ONE CHARLES WILLIAMS, SHORT-TIMALL
EAT
WELL AND SLEEP depended in previous years upon get GATES OF THE CITY WAVE BEEN
and Gardner had been associated toto
steers
time been the scene" of bloody out MMEDIATELY UPON HIS ARRIV.from
have
young
ting
Mexico,
EMPLOYE, NOT TO
SOUNDLY, INCLUDING ORTIE
CLOSED AND FIGHTING INSIDE
gether in the real estate business. Aa
found it impossible to do so this year.
AL, HIS APPOINTMENT WILL
breaks. Many foreigners, including
BE FOUND
M'MANIGAL
far as known they had no quarrel. It
WALLS IS DESPERATE
The Mexican armies, both insurrectos
both Europeans and Americans, are
BE ANNOUNCED
is said, however, that they recently
and federals, are using all the cattle
numbered among its residents.
had some sort of a misunderstanding
' HORSE AND SADDLE STOLEN
PLANNING FOR LEGAL BATTLE they can get into their possession and CHINESE GENERAL IS SLAIN
over a real estate deal. The people of
CARBAJAL SELECTED BY DIAZ
are so demoralizing the cattle Indus
Taiban were greatly surprised t when
ii SELL DICKENS HOME
try that the buyers on the American
TO GET ANY MONEY, Jones was arrested on suspicion of CLARENCE DARROW, CHIEF COUN side cannot obtain
FAILING
the usual supply of AMERICAN GUNBOAT S AND TWO
London, April, 29. "Bleak House,"' WELL
KNOWN JURIST OF
RE.
being guilty of shooing of his partner.
ROBBERS APPROPRIATED
animals. The present prices for year
SEL, FOR DEFENSE, ENROUTE
made famous by Charles Dickens, and
BRITISH WARSHIPS HASTEN- PUBLIC
TO
SCENE
Jones
had
begreat
regret
expressed
once his favorite home, will be sold
VALUABLE ANIMAL
TO LOS ANGELES
lings are said to be higher than for
ING TO SCENE
cause of the affair, and had actively
OF NEGOTIATIONS
.
at public auction next month. Dick
twenty years. An ordinary yearling
assisted in the work of running down
ens
wrote
$16.
,calf
almost
brings
the
whole
"David
Mcof
When Ben Bruhn arrived this morn olews which would led
Los Angeles, April 29. John J.
Hong Kong, April 29. Mayor
LI,
to the arrest
El Paso, Tex., April 29. It is ex
Copparfield" in this house. of the
ing at his livery stable, which ia lo of the guilty parties.
Namara, secretary-treasurof Canton, has been assassinated by
that with the arrival here to
pected
IN
CUBA
EARTHQUAKE
cated on Twelfth street between Doug-laStructural Iron Workers' association,
night of Dr. Vasquez Gomez, he will
Santiago, Cuba, April 29. An earth the revolutionists who are again In
r.nd his brother, James B. McNamara,
and National avenues, he discover
be named by General Francisco I.
shock was felt here this morn- control there. The gates of the city SANTA
ed an attempt had been made last
charged with a series of dynamiting quake
FE RAILWAY
Madero as the lnsurrecto peace com
CLEVELAND
It
no
alarm
much
caused
POLICE
but
ing.
been
have
to
of
The
closed.
his
lso
He
crack
the
safe.
discov
night
loyalty
outrages, are obeying to the letter the
missioner. Judge Francisco Carbajal,
Chinese troops 1b doubted.
ered that a man named Charles Wil
instructions of their attorneys to re serious damage has been reported.
the
FACES
government peace commissioner,
FINE
liams, who had been employed by him
The uprising appeals to have been
PLOT TO OUST CHIEF fuse interviews to all other persons.
probably will be here Monday and
at the stable, had disappeared, to- Jail officials say the prisoners art
instituted by the
Hun
the formal peace conference, it is
STATEHOOD HEARING
gether with a valuable horse, saddle
dreds of rebels have been killed or CHARGED WITH WORKING TRAINshowing no nervousness over the
hoped, will begin not later
than
and bridle. Mr. Bruhn believes it was MUTINIOUS OFFICERS MUSTQUIT charges. AH, including Ortie McManounded Hn the fighting, which be
MEN OVERTIME
ON ARITuesday. Abram Gonzales, provision
"Wlfliams and possibly an accomplice
SECRET ORGANIZATION
with
an
the
on
the
attack
Orchard,"
gan
teal,
"Harry
viceroy's
FINALinVOUND UP
al governor of Chihuahua state, who
ZONA DIVISION
who attempted to blow the safe.
alace Thursday.
of the caBe sleep soundly and possess
CR RETIRE
arrived last night, expresses himself
Three holes were bored in the safe
When the legal
Brigadier General Chung was kill
hearty appetites.
none too confident as to the success
29.
ARGUMENTS
door. The brace and bit with which
Tucson, Ariz., April
BEFORE
THE .COM ed yhile attempting to suppress the
The Santa of'
which are'to engage in battle
the negotiations, but will assist,
O., April 29.- - Mayor Her forces,
Cleveland,
the Job was done were found lying man Iiaehr has
Fe railroad must make answer to a
revolt.
MITTEE ON TERRITORIES
attacked the police over the men's alleged guilt, are gathnevertheless, in the attempt to bring
on the floor in front of the safe. Evi
here several days hence, the
The United States gunboat Wil complaint alleging 190 violations of about
CLOSED TODAY
department rebels by issuing an order ered
peace.
in the case will be
court
dently the robbers had been frightened that all
first
sailed today from Hong the federal law, limiting the hours of
step
mington
who
are
members
policemen,
away before being' able to complete of the Forum club, the
taken.
for Canton. Two British de- continuous labor on the part of train
organization
Washington, April 29. The hearing Kong
Diaz Cables Ramon Corral
their job. No itroglycerin or other of
Clarence Darrow, chief counsel for before
also have been despatched and engine crews. The papers in the
stroyers
to
Chief
of
on
house committee
the
patrolmen antagonistic
Washington,
April 29. The Mexican
ihis
on
to
is
from
explosive was found in the barn. It Police
here
Canton.
the
defense,
way
were
uit
forwarded from Tucson yesrriitories on the New Mexico consti
Koehler, must resign from the
has
cabled
government
Is believed these were taken away club
W. Joseph Ford, assistant
terday by United States Attorney RoIn
tution, came to a close today.
by Monday or suffer suspension Chicago.
la traveling in Spain, to
who
Corral,
to
is
District
an
Canton
by the yeggmen. The safe was not Lfrom the
to
E.
Morrison
the
United
Fredericks,
States
bert
Attorney
Important City
lie closing speeches before the com- police service. Between 250
badly damaged. It contained only 35. and 300 policemen belong to the club. expected here Monday from IndianCanton, scene of the present upris- court at Prescott. All the alleged in- apcertain whether he was correctly
ittee reflections on members of the
quoted as "holding Americans respon
Williams came here some time ago.
The issuance of this order followed apolis. It is thought he will brin committee before ?uy decision was ar- ing In China, is one of the chief com- fractions of the lnw are said to have sible for the Mexican, revolution;" The
him-1
For a time he ..lys employed , by the the
cites
of
the empire, being the laken place on the Arizona divisipn of
considerably
rived at were VbfcSuted. Several of mercial
testimony of ' witnesses at - 'the with,
Later he washed
Ackerman dairy.
the system last winter. The court is state 'department here also has been
of ten patrolmen who were sus evidence, including a copy of the al those who had talked before the com capital of the province ot Kwang-tuntrial
.
In the complaint to penalize the advised that the federals at Mazatlan
dishes in a local restaurant, enterand
residence
McMan-igalfor
the
of
asked
the viceroy
confession of
mittee, thereupon apologized, deny- two
pended because they admitted having leged Chicago
Kwang-tunof
and
in the aggregate sum of have refused to surrender that city
railroad
There is some talk of a change
ing the employ of the Bruhn stable violated a department rule by joining
provinces
ing any intention to, reflect on the
is
Williams
a
time
law fixes the maximum to the insurrectos and an attack la
short
The
$95,000.
ago.
only
,
the club. On hearing of the order,
committee members.
moment.
day's work for a train crew at sixteen expected any
possessed of the cast of countenance eleven patrolmen at once resigned
Delegate Andrews took occasion to
Marshal
at
a
rest
and
least
known as
hours
of
City
requires
from the club.',
ARE WHISKERS WORSE
condemn reflections against people SEATTLE MAN MAY
,
ten hours in all cases where the
Ben Coles, seeing him about town, beCarbajal Changes Route
New Mexico made by persons from
Witnesses testified 'that the Forum
came convinced he had seen his pic- club was interested in a
exacted.
service
maximum
has
been
It
Laredo,
to
oust
declared
New
April. 29. Judge Francisco
Mexico
that wasj
HEAD? no time or and to
SAVE DOCTOR HYDE
THAN
ture in a list of escaped criminals Chief Koehler from office, light
was
out person- Carbajal, the Mexican peace commisthat
AJALD
fight
place
whose arrest is desired by penitensioner, left the train at Saltlllo, at
the initiation fee and that no member
differences. A. A. Jones made a
MUST PASS UP SALOONS
tiaries and detective agencies. Coles of the force ranking above a patrol
7 o'clock last night, after the receipt
secon
that
bitter
attack
CITY ALDERMAN SAYS
OF particularly
EITHER
OF
Kansas City, April 29. Collectors
took the trouble to look through all man or a detective was allowed to DETRIMENT
of a telegram from Mexico City, ac
in the constitution with reference
tion
COLONEL SWOPE TOOK MEDITHESE ADORNMENTS SUBof money for charity must no longer
the photos of criminals possessed by join.
to the granting of land to refund the
cording to the trainmen. It is be
him but could not locate Williams'
BY QUACK
CINE
PRESCRIBED
JECT OF DEBATE
aid In Kansas City saloons, ac- lieved he has taken another route, or
solicit
railroad bonds of Santa Fe and Grant
face In the entire bunch.
THOMPSON
KELLY OUTCLASSED
cording to an order Issued here by Is traveling Incognito.
counties, In which he reflected on
It is believed, however, that Wil29. United Charles A. Spless, who was president
Seattle, Wash., April 29. Julius J. Chief of Police Griffin. Investigation
April
29. Hugo Kel
Washington,
April
Wis.,
Racine,
liams is something more than an
Wolfe, formerly a member of the city proved that but little of the money
ly of Chicago, claimant of the middle- States Senator Taylor, of Tennessee, of the constitutional convention.
Reyes Sails on Monday
ordinary thief. The officers think he
At
close
of
the
the
today,
council of Kansas City, declares that ever reached the needy, the collectors
hearing
"uppercutted"
championship,
who, during his term as governor was
Havre,
Prance, April 29. General
la a professional safe blower. Doubt weight
most of it for their own
of Sycamore, 111.,
there was appointed the following sub- he can give
that may have spending
Bernardo
known as "Fiddling Bob," has retestimony
Reyes, has booked passage
less whHe In Las Vegas he was under Johnny Thompson
needs. Twenty wome, it is said, have
committee to prepare a report on
ten rounds of savage fighting
through
officers
elude
Vera
to
for
Mexico, on the HamCruz,
C.
a bearing upon the case of Dr. B.
Ollie James of
cover, endeavoring
been earning their living by begging
both the New Mexico and Arizona
here last nighit and gained a popular placed Representative
American
Steamer Ypsiganman,
after him for some big job. Deciding
burg
on
if
the alms ostensibly for the relief of indihe is tried again
allowKentucky, as a member of the affirma- constitutions:
Flood,
Humphreys, Hyde,
due to sail Monday. The steamer is
to leave, Williams probably thought decision. Superior boxing skill
ed Kelly to land two blows to Thomp tive team in the debate to be held Martin, democrats; Draper and Willis, charge of murder for the death of gent jiersons.
scheduled to put In May 3 at Satan- he would get Into practice and gain
the
son's
Colonel Thomas H. Swope, whom he Is
one,
republicans.
club
Sycamore
although
next
Press
National
before
the
Cor- Bruhn's
der, Spain, where
a little pin money by blowing
forced the milling.
Tuesday night, on the resolution that
alleged to have poisoned,' Mr. Wolfe
rail of Mexico recently arrived.
safe. It is believed the name "Wil fighter
said he had seen Colonel Sowpe take MOFFAT TUNNEL DILL
"Whiskers are a greater dertlment to
liams" was a fictitious one. A strong
CORPORATION
STEEL
effort will be made. to capture the
capsules containing a white powder,
Senator
a man than a bald head."
RAGING
GRISCOM RESIGNS AS CHAIRMAN
which he believes to have been a
man as it is thought not at all un FOREST FIRES
CARRIES IN COLORADO New
Taylor's associate on the bald headed
criminal
a
Colonel
is
he
asked
said
Wolfe
CALIFORNIA
he
that
INVADES
desperate
York, April 29 Lloyd C.
drug.
likely
J ,'f K :
Griscom,
formerly ambassador to
and will pull off a big safeblowing in
IN LOWER CATSKILLSi side will be Representative "Nick"
Swope who prescribed it and 'was told
Ohio.
the
not
taken
Upholding
if
and
him
was
Longworth,.of
AMENDMENTS
of
TO
colonel
the
the
that
it
HOUSE
AGREES
Italy
this part
close,, friend of farmer
territory
given
by
'
.'v.
''
President Roosevelt, last night resignvalue and beauty of whiskers will be BUYS RISDON IRON WORKS IN by a woman. Wolfe said he had been
into custody.
AMID SCENES BORDERING
DOLLARS OF Senator Kern of
OF
ed as president of the county republi
SAN FRANCISCO AND FOURIt is certain Williams was THOUSANDS
- "I
seriously ill for a long time and only
Indiana, and "Uncle
ON RIOT
can
conviction
DAMAGE ALREADY DONE BIG
of
learned
trial
assisted in drilling the holes in the
and
committee, in a letter to Colin H.
LAND'
Hyde's
BLOCKS
TEEN
OF
Joe" Cannon of Illinois.
a few days ago.
safe and that the men took plenty
Woodward, vice chairman of the comFORCE FIGHTING FLAMES
Denver, April 29. Amid uproarous mittee. Mr. Griscom said that .follow
of time at the job. A large number
San Francisco, April 29. The Call
from opponents of the meas- ing an illness of several weeka he bad
protests
about
DEATH
scattered
NEAR
were
of cigar stubs
Mohonk Lake, N. Y., April 29. For
the sale of the mammoth
TILLMAN IN LEAD
says
MISS
today
were ignored by the been advised by his physicians to give
which
ure,
on the floor of the office, showing
Hot Springs, Ark., April 29. The Risdon Iron Works to the United
est
foothills
are
fires
the
house
the
were
cast
votes
sweeping
today by a vote of up his political duties. His successor
additional
speaker,
the
In
which
Many
the leisurely manner
former Senator States Steel corporation has virtually
of the lower Catskills toward Lake physicians attending
last night and today in the carnival 33 to 30, a bare majority, concurred will be elected on May 8.
men worked.
B. Kittridge of South Dakota, who been concluded. The paper also states
Mohonk and it is feared unless rain A.
queen contest. The result of the vote in the amendments to the Moffat t
that this corporation has acquired
proissued
the
following
is
ill,
critically
at3 o'clock this afternoon was as tunnel bill. The measure, whicha tun-tecomes, this little settlement, which is
more than 14 blocks of land bdjoining follows:
l
Beulah Tillman, 2,515; Elsie vides for state construction' of
was
the scene of the annual American bulletin today: "Senator Kittridge
OFFICER'S ASSASSIN
the Risdon Works and half a mile of
of the FAST TRIP ACROSS
main
the
Ger
range
1,661;
through
Pita
2,041;
Sena,
Melgard,
Peace Congress, will be seriously conscious today longer than at any water front at the southern end of
Votes may be Rocky mountains, to be leased by the
damaged. An army of fire fighters are time during his Illness, but his vital- the city. Important extensions are trude Havward. 1,281.
CUSTODY
s
cast
at
CONTINENT IN VAIN
store, tne Kea Moffatt railroad, will be submittted
He
drug
BELIEVEDJN
Murphey
at work day and night. Thousands ity was lower than it has been.
planned and the iron ore deposits of
vote at the general
of dollars of property already has been recognizee friends who came from California are to be extensively de- Cross Pharmacy, the Center Block to a referendum
pharmacy or O. M. Ward's cigar store. election two years hence.
his horns to .see him."
F. H. JONES ARRESTED FOR THE destroyed.
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$95,000
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SHOOTING OF EDWARD GARD
NER, TAIBAN CONSTABLE

Taiban, N. M., April 29 A sensation was sprung here when Lieutenant
John W. Collier of the New Mexico
Mounted Police arrested F. H. Jones
on a charge of being the man who
shot and mortally wounded Edward
Gardner, town constable, last Tuesday night. Lieutenant Collier arrived
here Thursday morning and worked
on the case' all day. Yesterday afternoon, while Jones" was down town,
Collier went to his house and secured
a pair' of Jones' boots. He took the
boots to Gardner's house and they fitted into the footprints left by the man
who fired the shot which struck Gard--'
ner. Collier took plaster of parts casts
-

HUNDRED PEOPLE KILLED IN

WRECK OF AN EXCURSION TRAIN
Easton, .Pa., April 29. (Bulletin) One hundred people are reported to have been killed In a wreek of an excursion train enroute
from Scranton to Washington, N. J. eight miles from here late this
afternoon. The wrecked train Is reported to be burning. The
train belonged to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western railroad and
was running on the tracks of the. Pennsylvania system. The wreck
destroyed the telegraph line alonsiSe the track and because' of this,
no details are available.
Special trains with surgeons,- nurses and
undertakers have been rushed to th? scene of the disaster. .
d

.

BLOCK STRIKE SETTLEMENT
La Crosse, Wis., April 29. After
submitting a proposition agreeable to
the employers and just as a settlement
of the strike appeared In sight, the
striking button workers today decided
to fight to a finish. Union organizers
refused to sanction the agreement because the employers refused to take
back all the strikers on full time.
TWO STEAMSHIPS MISSING
London, April 29. Lloyds agents' at

Corcublan, Spain, today reported that
the Italian steamship F. S. Clampa,
and another unknown ship, has been
lost off Cape Vllano, northwestern
Spain; It ia not yet known whether
thfre was any loss of life.-;.- ,
-

DALY BROWN,
MRS. MARGARET
NEW YORK BANKER'S
WIFE, SUCCUMBS

ONE THOUSAND TROOPS WERE

Mrs. Margaret
Brown, daughter, of the late
Marcus Daly, and wife of H. C. Brown,
a prominent New York banke, died
early today at her mother's home on
Fifth avenue. Death occurred a few
hours after her arrival here on. a
special train whic)x brought her troiu
Anaconda, Mont,, where she went, two
weeks ago on a visit. ,The Jigh altitude affected her heart and she was
rushed back east, but too late to save
her life. Mrs. Brown inherited several
million, dollars on the death cf
re.
father, the Montana
New York, April 29.

Daly

DESPATGHEKTOi JUAREZ TODAY
Chihuahua, April 29. (Bulletin,)- - More than 100 freight cars,
loaded with 1,000 federal troops aad equipment, hurriedly left here
over the Mexican National railroad today for Juarez. The troopa are
commanded by Genera's Rabago and Oro and "are provided with guna
'''-- '''
and ammunition for heavy action.
"Has President Diaz betrayed the. confidence of the insurrectos?
"Did he agree to a temporary armistice to gain time?" These are the
questions on the lips of every American here.

,
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COURT AT MORA
IN SESSION BUT
FIVE DAYS
1

JUDGE ROBERTS MADE NEW
ORD FOR EXPEDITION
BUSINESS

REC-

r, ,. rv..(ijj

OF

Sale
Day
May
Important!

Mora, N. M., April 29. After a session lasting five days district cenrt
for Mora county adjourned Thursday
afternoon for the term. During the
..
brief session, a large number of civil
L '.,
.
.
i . ... i
,
j .. i
i wt.
and criminal cases were disposed of.
In the case entitled S. b! Elklna,
et al., vs Carmen Arce. et al., "which
waa filed In June, 1876, and which has
been pending on the docket for the
years, Judge Roberts
past thirty-fiv- e
made an order that the case should
be disposed of within six months or
Btand dismissed, without further order by the court, and the clerk was
Whatever other plans or engagements you have for this week, don't fail to come to this store some time during the week the earlier the better. We promise in advance that you will be richly
Instructed to notify the attorneys of
:
,
rewarded for coming. For we're going to make !it a week of banner bargains and red letter economies.
record of the court's action. This Is
'week
of
record selling. All departments have been called on to do wonders in the special pricing of fresh, new and in demand
The word has been given that we want to make this week a
a partition suit, and waa brought for
title
the
the purpose of determining
merchandise of quality. The result is the marshalling of an array of genuine, simon pure bargains such as you have never before had presented to you on a May Day Sale.
original grantees of
of the seventy-sito be here.
Here are a few of them a mere foretaste. They will serve to whet your appetite, and show you that you owe it to your pocket-boo- k
the grant, and to have their interests
to
aside
set
them,
and
segregated
their heirs and assigns. The settleWaists of Style
Wool Dress Goods and
Women's and Children's
ment of titles on the Mdra grant
'
AttracDesirable
Exclusive Dresses
Fabrics
Wash
Prices
Shoes
Quality Special
vould be a great boon to the people
i
Prices
tive
These goods are always dePopular Prices
residing within its exterior bounWith the weather growing
This season low shoes will be
sirable for both women and
daries. It would increase the value of
Our line of suits includes all the
warmer White Waists, in both
worn by everyone large and
One piece Dresses have never been
children the following prices
lands, and the email and large land
new and staple desirable colors and
and Tailored effects
small. The new styles are esNeither have
Lingerie
much in demand.
so
make them especially so.
holder. In disposing of his property,
fabrics.
are becoming more desirable.
Our line inattractive.
we had such an excellent variety of
pecially
to
a
title
good
would be able to give
Poplar Cloth in black,
cludes the best of the new modEvery garment is hand tailored,
dainty and desirable creations. All
We have a beautiful variety
cream and garnet, regular 35c
the purchaser. It is hoped that the
will keep its shape and retain the
els
in
a
the newest models and all EXCLUSlarge variety.
oZ the newest and best styles on
order made by Judge Roberts will be
value, special, 28c.
All EXCLUSoriginal style lines.
IVE in style.
the market. Notice these prices,
h
Infant's Straped Sandals in
Wool Batiste in black
carried out.
IVE in style.
come
see
and
the
then
waists.
'
and all colors, worth 60c per
black, white, blue, pink, red
In discharging the grand and petit
$19.00 Dresses for $15.00
Any $20.00 Suit for $16.75
brown and velvet, per pair 65c
49c.
$25.00 Dresses for $19.00
special,
yard,
juries, Judge Roberts thanked them
Waists
to
worth
$1.25
Lingerie
Any $25.00 Suit for $21.00
Mohair in black, navyi
$30 00 Dresses for $23.50
for their promptness and their diliChildren's Low Shoes in Gun
$2.00, $1.25.
Any $27.50 Suit for $22.75
brown and wine, worth 75c per
$35.00 Dresses for $28.00
gence in the performance of their
'
Metal, Vici Kid and Patent Colt,
Any $32.50 Suit for $25.75
54c.
to
the
Waists
worth
that
stated
special,
and
$2.50,
Lingerie
owing
'yard,
duties,
either welts or turns in Sandals
A lot of Lawns and DimitieSi
$1.95.
prompt manner in which the business
or Ties, 85c to $3.00.
white grounds with colored figof the court had been transacted,
worth
Waists
$3.00,
Lingerie
to
for
worth
15c
13jc.
22ic,
ures,
Women's Oxfords in Velvet,
considerable money had been saved
x
$2.25.
Cotton Voiles in black, cream
Suede, Gun Metal, Patent
to the court fund. He said he waa
and pearl, the most popular wash
Tailored Linen Waists, worth
Leather and Dull Kid, either
convinced that the fall term, which
worth 25c, special, 21c.
fabric,
welts or turns, $2.00 to $4 00.
$3.50, $3.00.
meets the fourth Monday in October,
would be held In Mora county, and
that In the future he would endeav
or to hold two terms of court a year
A
iI U
II
It
fl
In the county. This is the first term
in
of court Judge Roberts ever held
Mora county and he made many
friends by the just and fair manner in
v
w;
U
which he conducted the business
of the court, as well as the economical
manner In which all business waB
carried on.
On the criminal docket the followFixing place of meeting of the next
ing cases were dismissed by the tion in this case, Eugenio Guisson and
territorial camp. General business.
court owing to the fact that they had Roque Herrera, apeared on the witWITH
SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION
Adjournment.
been pending for a long time and no ness stand In an Intoxicated condif
confor
each
Evening (Entertainment
action taken:
tion and were fined ?5
Music. '
Carl Anderson, larceny of cattle; tempt by Judge Roberts.
DAY
Address "Origin and History of
Manuel CasiaB, a member of the
Kmilio Ortiz, embezzlement of county
FORE-DOO- R
MODEL
Modern
Z.
W.
conserve
to
court
in
Woodmen,"
Delegate
Pedro
murder,
Duran,
funds;
petit Jury, appearing
was
Montague, East Las Vegas.
tinued; Pablo P. Branch, larceny; in that capacity, Intoxicated,
Music.
Carlos Roybal, assault on railroad dishonorably discharged from jury
Address
"Record of the Society,"
without
court
the
pay.
William
Bledsoe,
unlawfully
service
by
train;
Delegate D. P. Grlener, Roswell.
In the case of the Territory vs.
flourishing pistol, defendant failed to
SOME 200,000 CHURCHES IN ALL
Music.
Clarence Bias Valdez and Enrique Pacheco, M. W. A. TERRITORIAL CAMP
answer, bond forfeited;
PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
of
the
Address
MEETS IN ANCIENT CITY ON
"Protection," Delegate
cattle,
Wright, flourishing pistol, defendant charged with larceny
W.
Dexter.
failed to appear and bond was forfeit defendant Pacheco pleaded guilty. Af
Cazier,
WILL HOLD EXERCISES
George
WEDNESDAY, .MAY 3
Music.
ed Carlos Roybal, assault with pistol, ter a trial by jury Bias Valdez waa
Address "Fraternalism,
New York, April 29. In response
stricken from docket with leave to re-- found guilty.
Delegate
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29. ArrangeW. H. Woodwell of Carlsbad.
to the appeal of the National Associ- Marvin Malone, a mere boy about
Instate; Santiago and Onofre Lefebre,
ments are complete for the holding of
Music.
tlon for the Study and Prevention of
change of venue granted to San Mi' 12 years of age, and whose parents
Address "Insurance," Celegate F. Tuberculosis some 200,000 churches
guel county; John Florence, assault, seem to have abandoned him, was the first territorial or state camp of
of all denominations and in all parts
dismissed; Jose Florence; assault with given into the care and custody of Es- - the Modern Woodmen of America in H. King, Nara Visa.
Music.
of the- - country have agreed to obknife, defendant pleaded guilty to a teban H. Blernbaum by the court. Ma this city, Wednesday, May 3, at which
F. O. B. Detroit
Santo-riumAddress "The
Woodmen
serve tomorrow as "Tuberculosis Sunsimple assault, sentenced to 100 days lone's father lives near Roy, and Is Santa Fe camp No. 13,514 will be the
in jail and $25 fine; sentence and the father of nine children, and
Delegate L. T. Jackson, Mon- day." The chief purpose of the obhost. Plenty of entertainment will be toya.
servance is to call the matter directly
..
fine suspended during good behavior, unable to provide for them.
Music.
worthless
to the attention
II .C. Kelley, uttering
In the case of Jose Ignacio Gonza provided for ,the visiting neighbors
of the 33,000,000
Las Vegas New Mexico.
Address "The Royal Neighbors," church members in the United States
checks, stricken from docket with les, charged with assault with a pis and they will be shown every
Jose Domingo Tor tol, the defendant was arraigned and
Deputy Head Consul E. C. Pollard, Al- and to convey to them information
leave to
res, defendant withdrew plea of not pleaded guilty.
concerning the dread disease which
The following program has been ar- buquerque.
Music.
In the case of James Stark, charged
they might otherwise be unable to
puilty and pleaded guilty; Edgar Dunfor the occasion:
Address "Woodcraft," Delegate J. gain.
can, larceny of horse, cause dismiss- with shooting a steer and a burro,, ranged
D. Corbin, Portales.
General Program
The National Association hopes to
ed; V. S. Montoya, uttering false trespassing upon his crops, after hear
Finale A Good Time Session, of receive valuable aid in Its work
was
not
dis
case
found
defendant
evidence
the
the
trial,
check, jury
ing
May 2 3 p. m. Class adoption, lothe Get Acquainted club
Refresh
of the
unlawfully missed.
through the
guilty. Joseph Malone,
cal camp rocfm.
ments.
churches. It is planning to gather sta
The grand jury submitted its re
destroying building, dismissed; Juan
3
10
a.
m.
Territorial
May
camp
tistics from the thousands of ministers
Cardenas, dismissed; Vidal Trujillo, port Thursday at noon and during the called to order at the court house.
SONS AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
dismissed ; Trinidad Sandoval, com- session of about four and a half days
showing how serious a problem tuber1:30 p. m. Automobile tour of
29. Head
culosis is to every church. These
Iiouisville,
Ky.,
April
pounding a felony, dismissed.
reported that it had examined into 24
starting from the court house.
In the case of the territory vs. V. S. cases and returned 16 indictments,
figures will Indicate
among other
3:30 p. m. Session territorial camp quarters were established at the
o?
In
hotel
a
witn
minor
offenses.
for
things the number of deaths last year
anticipation
today
Montoya, charged
uttering
mostly
at the court house.
twenty-seconan- from tuebrculosis in church congreworthless check for $12 on the Logan
The grand jury made a thorough
8 p; m.
Social entertainment and the opening of the
nual
S.
the
National
F.
to
Or
of
intent
defraud
Rob
Into
with
of
Society,
congress
gations, and the extent to which
the
bank,
"
investigation
killing
reception to visiting delegates at
Sons of the American
Revolution. clergymen are called upon to minister
tega, Montoya having no funds in the ert W. Sammon, which occurred near local camp room.
bank at the time of the giving of the Ocate in January last, but was unDelegates and visitors from all parts to sufferers from this disease It is
Head Camp Procedure
of the country are arriving in the planned also to issue millions of, circheck, Judge Roberts instructed the able to secure sufficient evidence to
May 3010 a. m. Call to order. Ad- city to attend the gathering! Tomor- culars and pamphlets on the prevenjury to return a verdict of not guilty, return an indictment. The assassins
deeming the evidence too weak to con of Bob Sammon will never be dis-- i dresses of welcome. Hon. William J. row afternoon Very Rev. Charles E. tion of the disease, both from the navict the defendant. "V. S. Montoya covered, and his murder will be un- Mills, governor, for the territory ; Craik, chaplain of the Kentucky so- tional office and from the headquartassocinow lives m El Paso. He was former avenged, according to present indica- Hon. I. Sparks, chairman of the board ciety, will conduct a special service ers of the 450
ot county commissioners, for the city for the delegates In Christ Church ations which are
in the
ly probate judge of Quay county and tions.
(Incoporated)
is related to N. V. Gallegos of
Enrique Pacheco, who pleaded guil- and' county; Hon. H. F. Stephens, Cathedral. The business sessions will movement.
and
with
conclude
&
the
ljegin Monday
ty to the larceny of twelve head of cashier of the United States Bank
election of officers Wednesday. Indl
Children Who Are Sickly
Three indictments were returned by cattle from Valentin Martinez, was Trust company, for the local camp.
of
Mothers who value their own comthe grand jury against Toriblo Lucero sentenced by Judge Roberts to not Responses by Delegates Neighbor cations point to the
and Dealer In
,
for uttering worthless checks; two to less than one nor more than two J. D. H. Reed of Artesia; Neighbor William Allen Marble, of New York', fort and the welfare of their children,
'
as
president-general
of
the society.
WOOL.
should never be without a box of
Melendez and company for $15 and years.
His associate, Bias Valdez, Thomas L. Miller of Aztec; Neighbor
Mother
who pleaded not guilty, and went to A. L. Curley of Clovis.
one to Felix Villareal for $10.
Gray's Sweet Powders for
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
In trie case or the Territory vs. trial before the jury, and was found
Children, for use throughut the seaAppointment of committee on creBROMO Quinine son. They break up colds, relieve
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE
Adolfo and Malaqulas Roybal, the two guilty was given a like sentence. On dentials. Report of committee on Take LAXATIVE
VEHICLES-J'- tir
sons of Don Teodoro Roybal of Wag account, of the defendants both beins credentials. Election of territorial rails to cure. E. "W. GROVE'S
feverishness, constipation, teething
on Mound, charged with larceny of 12 young men, and this being their first consul and clerk.
Druggists refund money If it disorders, headache and stomach trouAppointment of
ture is on cacti box. 25c.
bead of cattle from Valentin Mar cffense Judge Roberts imposed the committees.
bles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
SEVEN
' Noon Recess.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
tinez, the proof of the territory failed lightest sentence.
Good ' results always follow Foley's Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't ac1:30 p. m. Auto ride.
to establish the guilt of the young
Jose Domingo Torres, pleaded guilEast Las Vegas, N. M Albuquerque, N.
M., Tucumcari.N. M.
men andthe court Instructed the jury ty to the larceny of one cow, and was
3:30 p. m. Camp reconvenes. Re Kidney Pills. They give prompt re-'- cept any substitute. Sample mailed
'Carona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M
In all cases of kidney and bladder
to return a verdict of not guilty. sentenced to one year In the territo- port of committees. Election of dele disorders.
Trinidad, Colorado
Try them. O. G. Schaefer FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted,
Two of the witnesses for the proseou rial penitentiary.
Le Roy, N. Y.
gate and alternate to the head cam?. ind Red Cross Drug Co.
..
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Tomorrow a Money Saving: Event Directly
Interesting to Each of You
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From Distilled Water
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CRYSTAL ICE CO.

Phone MeJn 227.
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MAYDAY FESTIVAL KING EMMANUEL
THE NORMAL

OPENS BIG SHOW

FOR POWER CO.

AT TURIN

IS CLOSED

CAMPUS
--

ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM FOR THE ITALIAN
OCCASION

HAS BEEN PREPARED BY FACULTY

'

With impressive ceremonies and
folk dances the Queen of the May will
be crowned Monday morning on the
Naw Mexico Normal University campus, following the winding of the May
pole by the students of the school.
The pageant will be viewed by townspeople, who have been invited to be
present Promptly at 10:30 o'clock the
various departments of the school will
form In line and march to the campus, where the festivities will begin
without delay. The students in each
department will be dressed in colors
assigned to them and will carry flowers of the same hue. With singing
and dancing, 'the pole will be wound
by each department- in turn until it
becomes a bower of beautiful colors.
Then the May Queen, Miss Lorna
Johnson, will be crowned.
The regular class work at the Nor
mal will be carried on as usual until
10:30 o'clock, in order not to inter
fere with the work of the pupils.
Following the May Pole festivities
a picnic dinner will be served on the
campus. To this are Invited the parents
of all the students of the Normal
The parents are requested to bring
food sufficient to provide for their
families and two others. The articles
needed are sandwiches, hard boiled
eggs, pickles, bananas and oranges
These will be taken in charge by the
committee and placed In a common
fund from which the dinner will be
served. A barrel of lemonade will be
'furnished. Mr. and Mrs. Rufua Meade
and Miss Anna RIeve, representing
the other Kwo schools of Greater Las
Vegas, will be guests of honor. Cltl
zens Interested In the Normal are also
invited to attend the picnic.
The committee in charge of the
dinner Is as follows: Mrs. Hallett
Raynolds, chairman; Mrs. William Rosenthal, Mrst D. W. Condon, Mrs.
J. H. Ward, Mrs. H. G. Coors, Mrs.
Antonio Lucero, Mrs. Charles A.
Spiess. Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts.
The program for the winding of the
"May pole and the crowning of the
queen Is as follows:
March 'Tkuwers of Spring."
Crowning "of the May Queen."
"May Time" Normal.
"March of the "Morning Glories."
Twining "Sunshine Waltz."
"German Skip."
"Vintage Tance."
"Coming
Roses
"Rovenacka,"
Anni-ka.- "
Through the Rye," "Hop Morr
-

.

17,000,000 DEAL

MONARCH PRESENT AT
INAUGURATION
OF
INTER-NATIONA- L

REORGANIZATION
CORPORATION

JUBILEE

TRINIDAD
TO BE

The Same Old Plan and the Same Reason Why

EFFECTED

Turin, April 20. The international
industrial exposition, the chief feature of the Italian Jubilee, was formally Inaugurated here today in the
presence of King Victor Kmmanuel
and other members of the royal family, the commissioners of
foreign
countries, diplomats and cabinet ministers. J. Pierpont Morgari, the American financier, attended the opening
at the special invitation of the KIn4
and the exposition commissioners.
The exposition, which will
run
through the entire summer, occupies
a large and beautiful site on the outskirts of Turin, on both sides of the
River Po. There are in all about 125
buildings in which are housed a
wealth of exhibits illustrating the Industrial progress of all nations. In
the number of exhibition palaces and
the extent of the grounds the show
Is one of the largest International at
fairs of Us kind ever held.
Great Britain and the United States
are both well represented at the exhibition. The United States pavilion
Is situated on one side of the liver
in a group that Includes the buildings
of Germany, France and several other
countries. Several hundred American
manufacturers and producers have
sent exhibits. The manufacturer of
electrical supplies and machinery and
agricultural Implements are especially
well represented.
The llrltlsh building Ih finely situated on the town side of The rlvvr. In
the Valentino park.

CARNIVAL NEXT WEEK

FORpNirS

OP

800N

Another Big 'Chance

BENEFIT

LEONARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY
WILL BE HERE FOR SIX DAYS,
COMMENCING MONDAY

Beginning Monday the big carnival
of the Greater Las Vegas band will
be the principle amusement of the
citizens of T.s Vegas during the en
'
tire of next week. The amusements
are furnished by the Leonard Amuse
ment company, which has just com
pleted engagements in Santa Fe and
Albuquerque. The company la said to
be high class in every particular, the
attractions numerous and meritorious,
and the aggregation clean from everj
standpoint.
One of the features of the carnival
"May" Glee Club.
Daffodils "The Gardner," ';Under Is a balloon ascension each day. This
Is thrilling, the aeronaut going up unthe May Pole," "Joys of Spring."
the
of
Elves,"
"Frolic
Drive
hla balloon is only a speck in the
til
Daisy
"Fairy Steps."
sky. Numerous other free acts are
Highland Sehottisohe.
given each day and evening, includ
ing a perilous high dive. The carnival
will set tip its tents on Fountain
DODGE MURDER TRIAL
A
murder
29.
Square and the streets radiating with
Guildhall, Vt., April
it.
wide
attract
to
is
which
expected
trial
attention is scheduled to begin here
Monday, when Mrs. J. Marshall Dodge,
a woman of wealth and social prominence, will be placed on trial on the
.charge of killing William Heath at
her home in Lunenburg. Heath, who
waa temporarily employed as a paint
New York, April 29. A rather
er in the Dodge home, was shot and
eelpbratlon was held In the
killed on September 18, 1910, while New York Safe Deposit company's
he and Mrs. Dodge were apparent- new plant In the basement of the Singly alone in the houee. The most mys- er building. It was in commoration of
terious feature of the case is the en the establishment, fifty years ago, of
tire absence of a motive for the kill the first public safe deposit vaults in
"
ing, so far as can be learned. Since this country, bv the New York Safe
the tragedy Mrs. Dodge has been at Deposit company. Hotel ' proprietors
liberty on $7,000 bail, the laws of Ver- could not be held responsible for
mont 'permitting ddH ni murder cases more
than a sufficient amount of
where no motive Is mentioned in he
in
expenses, and fire
traveling
warrant and indictment.
not in
did
surance companies
securiof
loss
sure
against
ties or books of account. It was FranLadies. cis H. Jenlw, first president of the
who
Not only pleasant and refreshing to New York Safe Deposit company,
of
constructlne
he
conceived
and
sweetplan
but
the taste,
gently cleansing
vaults for the
ening to the system, Syrup of Figs and fire and burlar proof
Who wishof
accommodation
persons
it
Senna
of
adapted
Elixir
particularly
to ladies and children, and beneficial in ed to protect their valuables ard he
sent out a pamphlet In which he clt A
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthto
ening and effective laxative .should, be the plan and Invited the public
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and aval itself o the protection given
dispels colds, headaches. and the pains by his vaults. The idea wrs at first
caused by indigestion and constipation so oiosod on tl.e ground that the vaults
and
promptly and effectively that it is the one could not be made burglar-proo- f
satisperfect family laxative which gives
that the accumulation of valuables in
faction to all and is recommended by one place would attract the attention
millions of families who have used it and of safe-bre- r
Vers frm all over, the
who have personal knowledge of its ex- country. Nevertheless the first
cellence.
vaults at 146 Broadway proved
Its wonderful popularity, however, has a success and now there are thirty-siled unscrupulous dealers to offer imitacompanies engaged in the same
tions which act uiuatisfactorlly. Therewhich President Jenkn orbusiness,
fore, when buying, to get Us beneficial
iginated fifty years ago.
effects, always note the full name of the
Company California Fig Syrup Co.
In this , age of consrtant changes
front of every
plainly printed on the
neurotic restlessness it Is always
and
of Figi
package of the genuine Syrup
a
matter
of surprise to learn of any
and Elixir of Senna.
;
an Individual or an
In
which
esse
For sale by all leading druggut. rnce
'resisted
the universal
has
Institution
50 cents per bottle.
.

Denver, April ZS.C. C. Chappel of
Chicago has left Denver for the east,
after closing a deal for the purchase
of practically all the $5,000,000 stock
and $2,000,000 bonds of the Colorado
Railway, Light and Power company
of Trinidad. Mr. Chappel represented Interests closely identified with the
Federal Light and Traction company,
a holding concern for numerous iub-liutility corporations in Colorado,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona,
which was organized In this city last
summer.
Eastern representatives of these Interests will be in the city next week
to complete a reorganization of the
Colorado Railway, Light and Power
company and provide a method for
Improvement.
financing extensive
The company operates In southern
Colorado 'and is one of the largest
concerns of the kind in the state. One
reports says that the reorganization
will include the forming of a
holding company to absorb
e number of power and electric light
plants and traction systems In the
west.
The Federal Light and Traction
company was organized hero last summer to take pver the United Stato
Light and Traction company, ft holding concern mostly owned by Denver
loopl. The of flew have recently
been removed from lnver to New
York City and several Denver men
have Rone east with the hividutmr-tors- .
K. Dnrbln has Ihmh rondo
gonoral manager of all the allied companies of the Federal Light and Tm-tlo- n
company and O. & Moore nn-era- l
went
auditor. Throe officer
east with their families to make their
headquarters In New York. The majority of the allied companies are Incorporated under the laws (of Colorado.
The Colorado Railway, Light and
Power recently went Into the hands
of a receiver on the application of
V. H. Brown & company, New York
bankers. The acquisition of the property toy the eastern Interests came as
a result of the failure. The concern
probably will not 'be merged with the
Federal Light and Traction company
at present, though eventually1 it 1b expected to go into that company, In
addition to the various companies already absorbed by the Federal Light
and Traction concern, which has General Electric interests in it, options
have been taken on a number of other properties and these doubtless will
be acquired at an early date.
the
Mr. Chappel who neogtlated
deal for the Colorado Railway, Light
and Power company, is a former Denver man. He Is now allied with interests who are said to have $200,000,-00worth of assets back of them. -
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You Can Save Honey and Get

the Best Goods

Tonight and Monday

c

All White Goods
20 Per Cent

Discount

Skirts
Any Skirt You
Want Off

Neckwear
20 Per Cent 0ff

We Show a Large Line of Linens

1-

.

Off Regular Low Prices

-5

0

0

STRAY TOPICS

Particularly the

You Should Trade With Us

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

tendency for any considerable number
of years. Cne of these cow of unusual conversation came to public
notice the other day, when the Rev.
Dr. William N. Dunnell retired from
All Saints Episcopal Church at Henry
and Scammel Streets, after having
been pastor of that church for the
last forty years. On the occasion of
his retirement the venerable pastor
was overwhelmed with tokens of the
leve and appreciation of his faithful
services by the members of his
Another, even more remarkable
case was that of Mrs. Milos E. Jenkins, or "Mother" Jenkins, as she ?s
known among her friends, who celebrated the fiftieth annlvereity as a
Sunday School teacher at the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, between Seventh and Eighth Avenues.
The members of the congregation celebrated the event by a special gathering and presented the venerable old
lady with a substantial purse. Mrs.
Jenkins is 77 years old and. In spite
of several strokes of anoplexy, which
disabled her for a while, still attends
to her work In the Sunday school.
When she first became Sunday school
teacher In the Sixteenth Street Baptist church, the latter was In what
was then the most aristocratic residence section of the city. The
the KIdders and many other
wealthy families belonged to the congregation and there were at one time
more than six hundred children In the
Sunday school. Since then, however,
things have changed a great deal.
Have-meyer-

s,

Belts
$1.25 Persians, 85c

Ladies' Linen Suits
A little early to jrivo thrn away.
Tomorrow yuu can lmvo one for

$4oo

Dress Goods

Handkerchiefs
Ladies' and Hens',

1-

off

-5

Lingerie Dresses
Worth up to $15.00, tomorrow.

Off

One-Fif- th

Silk Kimonas
25 Per Cent

$6.5o

Discount

Men's Furnishings

i Off

Our Entire Line Tomorrow and Monday at

Oct the habit of going to Graaf's Dry Goods Store first and you will save money
the best for the least money we meet any price advertised anywhere, on any article we have .

Qraaf Dry Goods

Always

Co

The church is no longer In the midst
o; an aristocratic residence section
and the congregation, no longer composed of rich families, has dwindled
in number.

demned was 8,314, and the total nu
mber destroyed 8,506. Of the places
inspected grocery shops lead the list,
there being 1,541 of these; 420 candy
and confectionery shops, 321 coal
yards, 965 ibutcher shops, 28; deliThe whole Dam family, consisting catessen shops, 101 hardware shops,
of Mr. and Mrs. Dam and eleven little 124 fruit shops, and 763 peddlers'
Dams, ranging In age from one to carts or wagons.
seventeen years, arrived here the
It is Incredible how Inconsiderate
other day on the Holland-America- n
liner Ryndam. Considering the fact some persons are. A man In this
that both Mr. and Mrs. Dam are un- city was held up by three highwayder forty years of age, they have men on Bronyx Boulevard the other
accumulated quite aa large family night. He looked prosperous, but he
Among the children are two Bets of had only $7 In his purse and a cheap
twins. The family came from New nkkel watch in his pocket. The
were quite shocked when
Boyerdew, Holland and Is bound for
the west. The same steamer brought they found that the man carried only
another large family from fertile Hol- the trifle of seven dollars with htm,
land, that of Mr. and Mrs. WUhelm but when they found that his watch
Wlsse, who were accompanied by was cne of the l klad, they we e
their ten children, ranging In ago disgusted, So indignant were they
from five to twenty-thre- e
years. that they expressed the opinion, a
There are no twins among them.
mad carrying so cheap a watch had
no right to 'live. They knocked the
The statistics for the first quarter man senseless and came near killing
of 1911, submiited to the mayor the him. It is hoped toy the members of
other day by Commissioner Walsh the highwayman's union that the pul
of the bureau of Weights and Meas- Ho will take this as a warning not to
ures, do not tend to Inspire the public venture upon the streets at night
with confidence In the honesty of New without carrying well filled purses
York retail merchants. According to and fine timepieces and valuable
the report 6,071 business iplaces and Jewelry.
classes of articles were In
spected during the first quarter of
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
1911.
Two hundred and fortytwo at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
civil and 13 penal violations were finest draught beers served over any
found.
The number of articles con bar in the city.

uv

g'.
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And Big Street Fair

MAY

1

to MAY 6

hlga-vayme- n

For the mother In the boms to bs
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the rearing of
children, la oue of life's greatest
blessings. Often the bearing of
children injures the mother's health,
If she has not prepared her system
in advance for the important event.
Women who use Mother's Friend are saved much of the' discomfort and suffering
jo common with expectant mothers. It is a penetrating oil that thoroughly lubri-:ate- s
every muscle, nerve and tendon Involved tt such times, and thus promotes
physical comfort, Is aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues and per
fectly prepares the system for the
;oming of baby. Mother's Friend
issures a quick and natural recovery
ror every woman who uses it. It is
for sale at drug stores. Write for
free book for expectant mothers.
BBADFIELD EEGTJLATOB CO.,
Atlanta. Ga.
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The Great High Dive; Monster
Balloon Ascension Every Day
J

Ferris Wheel;

Merry-Go-Roun- d;

Vaudeville and Moving Pictures
A Week of Fun;

Come and

Dnng me tdinaren

3
3
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Don't Borrow Yovir
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Subscribe Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own
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older states, hajrr.een"TIeclining: 'Tee h
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Samuel Gompers, president of tbe less than the cummf-rmliM- i
6 the us
ARKa-ic- f
n itifa"Tlon of Labor,
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The Prescriptionlst

o'o'owooeW?
V

PERSONALS
L

ZbeHitmf who

does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
snd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we flu your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Slain 3

Dr. J. M. Cunningham went this af- rnoon to Springer.
Colonel M. M. Padgett went this
afternoonfoVagon Mound on a business trip.
Louis C. llfeld, assistant district at
torney, 'returned last night from a i lsit
to santa Te." '
i .
J. T. Shoemaker, who reside on
the Veeder Brothers' Buena Vista
'
ranch, was. Jnjto.wn today.
J. A. Convey; Santa Fe division master mechanic, was here today from
his headquarters In Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Bach of Mora were
visiting in Las Vegas today. Mr. Bach
is a prominent Mora merchant.
'
Ben Strickfadden is In Wagon
Mound Installing a gasoline engine in
the office of the Mora County Senti-

nel.;,

Mrs. Frank H. H. Robertsi left this
afternoon for Perryrille, Ind., where
she was called by the serious illness
of her stepfather.
,
Mrs. A. J. Gerard left last night
for Prescott, la., where she will visit
for some time relatives and friends.
The Bernards reside on the mesa east
of town.

--SHKS-Ks)-!)

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

Western

Garden
Seed

I

J. J. Laubach,

W. J. Lucas and A.

C. Voorhees of Raton returned yes
Messrs.
terday from a trip to Mora.
Voorhees and LncaB left this morning

for Taos.
Major R. C, Rankin, assistant
traveling audtior, has returned from a trip to the southern part
of the territory and will spend a
few days vlalting his family.
Judge C. J. Roberts returned yester
day afternoon from Mora, and last
right took train No. 2 for this home
iu Raton. He will be in Raton nil
next week, returning here to open
the United States court on May 8.

In Bulk

.

and
Package
FromlBarteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before

buying

;.

elsewhere.

Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St.
Paul's" Memorial church, will hold serGrocer and Butcher.

BALL TEAM COMPOSED

OF GENUINE HOBOES

vices tomorrow evening in Fryes hotel at Wagon Mound. Mr. Moore visits Waogn Mound frequently and conducts services for,the Episcopalians of
; lint town.'
District Attorney Charles W. G.
,Ward, Court Clerk John Joerns, Court
Stenographer W. E. Gortner, Judge E.

House Cleaning
t
L.

v

"t

i':

v

Cleaning house is now in or
der and we are going to help
you by making big reductions
in just the goods you
right now.

need,

SALE ENDS
MAY

1

3, 1911

For Spot Cash Only, No Exchanges or Premiums go

30c for the 7 ft. mounted 50c
Shades.
45c for the 7 ft. mounted
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
75c for the 7 ft.x38 in, wide
Duplex Shades, hand mounted,
the $1.00 Quality.";
50c pair for 75c Lace Curtains
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
$1.20 pair ;for the $1.50 Lace

Curtains.
$1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2

Lace Curtains.
u.
will
week
$1.00 a
buy a new
Buck's Range, 6 hole, big value
for $40.00.
$9.85 for the $12.50 Dexter
Washing Machine.
$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace Curtain Stretcher with easel back,
the best kind on the market.
52c square yard for the 75c
Printed Linoleum.
62c square yard for the 85c
Printed Linoleum.
$1.10 square yard for the
$1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
$1.20 square yard for the
$175 Inlaid Linoleum.
Off any Navajo Indian
Rug.
$19.60 for the $25.00 Smith
Axminster Rugs,
by 10-for
the
$21.85
$27.50 Smith
Axminster Rugs, 9 by 12 ft.
5

,
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Something new in the world cf
eport is a baseball team made up enSuch
tirely of professional hoboes.
an organization is in existence and
ii on its way to Las Vegas. Man
ager Howard Simpkins has received
a letter from the manager, who asks
for a game here in the near future,
The letter follows:
Mr. SimpKins:

Dere Sure:
am manger of the original hobo
bastebal teme and we wood lik gaim
in yure town. Let me know if, we
can have date. The teme travels
without payin fare an sumtimes sum
of our best men gits left hind. If
you can give us gaim we will come
aHead of Time too days an camp on
aidge of town. Then all the players
will be Able to dodge the Bulls and
the brakles an git there fer the game
Kite me Gen. Del Clovis. We air on
way east frum Californy.
I

ALFONSO HOGAN,
Mgr. Hobo Ball Team.

Simpkins thought somebody was
trying to string him when he got this
letter. He wired to the southern part
of the territory, however, and discovered that such a ball team exists.
The hoboes are said to put up some
great ball. They travel by bumming
their way and sometimes have some
on
difficulty in making the dates
has
allowance
their schedule. Then
to be made for rest, the hoboes rea
fusing to play more than one game
loss
a
suffered
big
'boes
week. The
when A. No. 1 was put in jail. He
was their press agent. r
Simpkins wrote the manager that
be. had an open date on Sunday, May
7.
The hoboes will attempt to beat
it into town on the Friday preceding
that date. They will be met at the
esstation by a band and will be
a
to
camp
car
corted in a trolley
which they will establish on the edge
of town.
'

Certainly!,
You can expecV
strength from
proper food.

Try

Grape-Nu- ts
"There's a Reason"

ROSENTHAL

'

No Alum No Lime Phosphates
"Alum in baking powder is dan-

gerous and should be prohibited."

Prof. Schweitzer, State Univ., Mo.

To-pek-

ProL Leonard
The Man- ofMystery

"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It Is the best
for
cough remedy on the market
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
PLEASED WITH RECORD
C. W.

G. WARD COMMENTS
ON
CLEANING UP OF MORA
COUNTY COURT DOCKET

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward is pleased with the record made
by the spring term of the district
court for Mora county, which closed
crimThursday afternoon. Fifty-tw- o
inal cases were on the docket of the
court, Including indictments returned
by the grand jury at this term. When
court adjourned but sflx cases remained undisposed of, many having
been disposed of by trial and District
Attorney Ward having dismissed several with leave to reinstate, of 140

civil cases on the docket eighty were
disposed of by dismissal, Judgments
rendered or stricken from the docket.
The Catron partition suit, which has
been on the docket for many years,
will come to trial at the next term
of the Mora county court. Abe Voorhees of Raton, before the close of the
recent term, filed answer for fifty of
he claimants to land in the Mora
grant, who are made defendants in an
action to quiet title.
Santiago and Onofre LeFebre, the
two men charged with assault to kill
Ricardo Lobato, who was murdered
at Ocate, a year ago, were granted a
change of venue by Judge Clarence
J. Roberts. They will be tried in San.
has
Miguel county. Their attorney
filed a demurrer to the indictment oa
the grounds that conspiracy to commit a felony cannot be charged under
the New Mexico laws.

i

by cards, tea leaves
and by those who make success, or
uneducated In psychic
by those
science is perhaps amusing and entertaining, but avails you nothing.
When you want to know the truth
regarding the Past, Present and Future, you must consult a natural
born Clairvoyant.
Prof. Leonard, Clairvoyant, Mein
dium, answers sealed messages
trance and before you can utter 'a
word will tell your name, the reason
the
why you called, will tell you
names of friends, enemies and rivals;
whether husband, wife or sweetheart
Is true or false, and tell you how to
gain success In love, courtship, marriage, divorce, health, business, lawsuits, speculations and transactions of
all kinds. He not only Tells you of
your troubles but Shows you how to
overcome them. No matter what may
be your hope, fear or ambition, come
to this great Clairvoyant and find
help.
Fortune-tellin-

Corset Extra:
A

Life Reading for Ladle
50c
Life Reading for Gentlemen.... $1.00
Eldorado Hotel.
Rhone Main 423

Up-to-Da-

te

At our corset department it is an
easy matter to get a corset
for every occasion corsets especially designed to be worn
with afternoon, dinner and evening gowns, for the athletic
woman, for those desiring the best results from tailored
garments for every figure and fvery occasion, corsets that
combine ease and comfort with those new, graceful lines
so much desired by every woman.

THOMSON

"GLOVE-FITTING-

CORSETS

"

were the first made in America, and for more than
fifty years they have been the first choice of women
who are particular that their gowns shall have the
;'
correct figure lines.

The secret of the great success of these corsets lies
in the fact that they fit the figure like a glove, in
other words, they are absolutely comfortable, which
cannot be said of all corsets.

Our corsetiere will see that you get the right model,
the right length and perfect adjustment of the garment about the bust and hips. ' If you have had
trouble in getting a perfect fit before, we can Trovide
it. if not out of stock, will see that it is ordered from
the factory.
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SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK:

An
Requirement for
Every Carefully Dressed Woman is

CORSET FOR EVERY OCCASION

UtJHY

It

It makes ' home baking easy
and gives nicer, better and

cleaner food than the, ready-mad- e.
There is no , baking
or
preparation like it
powder
or equal to it for quickly and
perfectly making the delicate
hot biscuit, hot bread, muliin,
cake and pastry.

,

Has Helped Thousands
Prof. Leonard looks into all troubled
conditions of humanity, tells you the
real cause of your misfortune, trouble,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged failure or lack of success, and
in the wood. Direct from distillery
through proper advice restores the
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
mental or physical condition or Influence necessary to obtain the relief,
Best draught beer in the city, at success, happiness and contentment
No heart so sad, nor
the Lobby, of course.
you desire.
home so dreary that this marvelous
person cannot put sunshine and hap- piness into it Never Fails to cause
epeedy and happy marriages with the
one of your choice, reunites the separated, locates absent friends and
buried treasures. Gives you good luck
to win your biggest wish, overcomes
bad
luck and sorrow in a very short
H
He guarantees
time.
everything
claimed and charges you not one pen
If your time is worth any- ny unless lie fulfills his promise. Is
,Call today, tomorrow
thing, Sunny Monday Laun- is notbehonest?
too late. Hours 10 a. m. to
may
dry Soap will be a boon to 9 p. m. Also Sunday.
dirt-star- t-

Naw Mexico in general and Las
Vegas in particular have much to be
proud of in natural advantages, improvements and the progressive character of the citizens, according to
Alderman J. B. Bowler of the Nineteenth ward, Chicago, who has been
here for a week visiting his- friend,
Rev. Father Bernard Naughton. In
conversation with a representative of
The Optic today, Mr. Bowler said:
"I certainly have enjoyed my week
in Las Vegas. During that time I have
had the opportunity of visiting several
of the neighboring mountain resorts,
visiting some of the public works and
1
enjoying the beautiful climate.
conthink the 'big dam' now under
struction, is a tremendous feat of encomgineering and undoubtedly its
era
of
pronew
a
pletion will mark
the
in
history
and
prosperity
gress
of Las Vegas. Unfortunately, few peo- you. its wonderful
ple of tin; East realize the meaning
qualities enable it to do
and importance! of irrigation systems, ing
the
Work
with little assistance
for this western country. But! have
barfromyou, while its purity is
witnessed the transformation, of.
into
fields.
indicated
fertile
ren plains
by its whiteness.
"The spirit at progress on notices will double the life of your
here among .the people and their hos clothes.
pitality, too''! not to mention tie
The best is' the cheapest in
has
glorious healthglting sunshine
the
end in laundry soaps as
formed a lasting Impression on my
thai
as anything else.
well
rn'ind. It is not at all surprising
called
so
of
number
a
there are large
boosters' among, jou when one daily THE N. K, FAIRBANK COMPANY
CHICAGO
comes "into contact with so many peo
-

:

.... -

CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM

Long and other Las Vegas men
in
who had been attending' court
Mora thia week, returned home yesterday afternoon.
I)eiaty United States Marshal. ,Jas.
H .Smith is back in Las Vegas, after Opposite Y. M. C. A., B.Las Vegas
having traveled extensively over the
eastern and northern part of the ter
ritory summoning jurymen who will ple who have recovered their health
serve during the approaching term of and been afforded the means of mat
the United States court.
ing their fortunes here in the south
Colonel W. A. Glassford left for the west. It is indeed to be regretted that
west 'this morning, after a short visit more of the tough men- of the east
here with Mrs. Glassford, while en do not realize the opportunities and
route from Fort Omaha to Barstow, possibilities of success in this growCalif,, where he -- will join his com' ing country.
"Coming from the large and still
mandij Mrs. Glassford, who has been
here for some time, visiting her moth growing metropolis of the middle west
er, Mrs.: S. B. Davis, will leave tomor. where 'I Will' is the motto, I was
row for Barstow, to join her husband naturally elated to find that same
and accompany him to the Philippines, spirit of progress out here. The citi
where his regiment has been assigned zens of Las Vegas may well feel proud
of their city. I have found Laa Vegas
for service.
an
city in every regard
Its public buildings, lighting, water
and transportation systems are excel
CHICAGO ALDERMAN
lent and I cannot fall to mention the
good sisters' of St. Anthony's sana-tarluand the many beautiful homes,
LAUDS LAS VEGAS
I am returning to Cnicago with a
warm place In my heart for Las Ve
WEEK gas and I hope statehood will not be
SPENDS
J. B. BOWLER,
longer delayed."
HERE, GUEST OF FATHER
Mr. Bowler will leave this evening
NAUGHTON
for home.
--

web mmm

Bacharach entertained
the Thursday Afternoon Whist club
this week at her home. The after- make the ball the molt brilliant affair
noon was spent in the chosen pas- ever given in Las Vegas by a fratertime of the club after which refresh- - nal organfzation.
raents were served.
.
x
The Sorosis club will meet Monday
The Spring Chicken crowd is plan- afternoon with the program commitning to give one of its delightful tee for the election of officers and a
dances next week. If a date can be social hour. The meeting will be
squeezed in during the carnival and held at the home of Mrs. F. H. Crall.
in the face of several other attracThe club is now Teading "Twelfth
tions, the dance will occur.
Night," having previously read and
discussed during the year "As You
Announcements of the marriage of
Like It," "Julius Caesar," "Othello,"
Robert
Miss Viola Morrison and
and "The Comedy of Errors." At the
Kane, which occurred April 18, in Hut close of the study of VJullus Caesar,"
chinson, Kan., have been received here Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts addressed
by friends of the couple. Mr. and the club,
taking the play as ls subMrs. Kane will be at home after May
and giving an able discussion
ject
1". at 513 West Fourteenth street,
of it, from a literary standpoint At
Kaa.
the beginning of the reading, of
'Twelfth Night," Miss Davis gaye an
The big society event of the comof Dr, Robwhich, like-tha- t
address,
ing week will be the ball given by erts', was much appreciated.
Miss
the Knights of Columbus In the Ar- Davis' remarks were not' on this play
mory Friday evening. The entertainas Bhe brought out some helpment and other committees have alone,
ful thoughts on other plays. In the
worked faithfully to make the affair
of these Shakesperean plays
a brilliant success. A large number analysts Is
the
club
deriving knowledge and
of invitations have been sent out and
as well. "We cannot
great
pleasure
will
a big, jolly crowd undoubtedly
all be masters nor all masters canbe present The hall will be decornot be truly followed."
ated beautifully according to a design which the committee is keeping
a secret. The best of music will
Have you money to loan? We have
play for the dancing. During the a few good loans to place at the pres(
evening delicious refreshments will ent time.
be served. The Knights expect to THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
.
CORPORATION.
2t

V.

MANAGER SlMPKINS OF MAROONS
SCHEDULES GAME WITH
UNIQUE CLUB

C

vi

Clxiy Yccra tha Standard

O R CAM

-

Mrs. Simon

With This Sale

1--

The Hermits held an enthusiastic
Meeting last evening in the Fraternal
Brotherhood hall. At the close of the
tuaiuess session refreshments were
served. The Hermits are a live bunch.
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All Models
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From $1.00 to $10.00
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Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Woik a Specialty.
'
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.

ESTABLISHED I0&2
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I PRESIDENT WILL
PRESIDEATPEACE

T

CONGRESS
TO HAVE MR. TAFT
AS ITS GUEST ON NEXT
WEDNESDAY

BALTIMORE

COLUMN

lNd:

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Raheyrolle,

uastor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
n 10 a, m. Sunday school In English
ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
:a0 p. m. Rosary and benediction
jf the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

n

Wanted

For Sale

WEST BOUND
Arrive

No. 1
No. 3

No

7

No. 9
,

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
7

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY,
How'a This?
mornWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Regular services every Sunday
11 o'clock and Wednesday evenat
ing
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, fO. Pioneer building.. All are welcome.
We, the undersigned, have known
P. M. F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
A. M. believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
P.
able to carry out any obligations made rabbi.

1:50
6:15
6:15
6:35 P.

..I........

;

..:

9

2:10 P.
6:20 A.
5:40 P.

7:00 P.

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
4
8

10

No. 2
No. 4

fro.

8

No. 10

..."

by

his firm.

WALDING,

Depart

KINNAN

& MARVIN,

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall'Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the biood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
. Take Hall's Family Pills for consti1

9:10 P. M. pation.
11:10 P. M.
1:15 A. M.
Constipation brings many ailments in
1:45 P. M. its train and is the primary cause of
much sickness. Keep your bowels
Depart
madam, and you will escape
9:15 P. M. regular
many of the ailments to which women
M.
P.
.....11:20
are subject. Constipation Is a very
1:25 A. M simple thing, but like many simple
J:10 P. M. things, it may lead to serious conse-

WILMAMJDN
HAFFNERCO
ENGMVERS-PRlNTER-

?

ra&NVKR. COLO.

Services and sermon every Friday
night at 8 o'clock. Services for children and Sabbath school every Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
THE FIRST "s. D. ADVENTIST
CHURCH
Regular services In the A.
O. V. W. hall on Eighth street, between Douglas and Lincoln. C.
pastor.
Sabbath School on the Sabbath
(Saturday) at ?:30 p. m. Preaching
at 3:30 p. m.
All are cordially invited to all services.

quences. Nature often needs a little
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
assistance and when Chamberlain's
Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
iter
Tablets are given at the first Indication, much distress and suffering may Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
Mrs. F. Marti, St.- Joe, Mich, says: B. Y. P. U, 3 p. m. All are welcome
"Our little boy contracted a severe to attend these services.
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
medicine did not cure him, I gave him
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in A Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic
which I have great faith. It cured
Foley Kidney PIIIb contain' In conthe cough as well as the choking end centrated form ingredients of estabgagging spells, and he got well In a lished therapeutic value for the relief
short 'me. Foley's Honey and Tar and cure of all kidney and bladder
Compound has many times saved us ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anmuch trouble and we are never with- tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Reout It In the house." O. G. Bchafer fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
and Red Cross Drug Co,
Red Cross Drue Co.
-

THE LOBBY

New York, April 29. During the
past few months the large shops have
made a great display of tailored costumes in medium weight materials
and recently they have added many
charming models of still lighter tailored and
costumes of silk
for spring wear. It Is always well; If
possible, to have two tailored suits for
the summer season; one a practical
plainly tailored suit for rough wear,
outing purposes, etc., the other of a
dressier character.
An attempt to
combine the two is seldom successful,
but many women now do away with
the dressy tailored coat and skirt and
blouse, or three-piec- e
costume, substishort
tuting for It a smart
frock to be worn with a separate coat.
Some extremely pretty models are
now appearing in the exclusive stores.
They are in changeable taffetas with
etamine or chiffon in combination,
and while there has for some time
past been a prejudice against taffeta
the moBt autocratic makers are
taking it up. The texture and
finish of the newest taffetas are real
ly lovely and the coloring, particularly the changeable effects, are beauti- -

RESTAURANT ANU CAf

E

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

mm

FASHIONS.

Choir Loft

g

"
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PULPIT FADS AND

Washington, April 29. President
Taft will go to Baltimore Wednesday in.
to preside at the opening of the third
CathechUm for English speaking
annual meeting of the NatioiJsl Peace .'liiidren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
congress. The gathering will be at Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak-tichildren on Thursday 4 p. m., and
tended by delegates from all parts of
m Saturday at 9 a, m.
Canada
the United States and from
and several countries abroad. At the
Optic's Number, Main 2.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORThursday night Speaker ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, 'pastor.
banquet
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERFirst mass at 6:30 a. m., third SunChamp Clark will act as toastmaster.
TISEMENTS
A medal voted to Andrew Carnegie day excepted. Second mass
8:30,
conference held sermon In English, hymns rendered
Five cents per line each Insertion. by the
Estimate six ordinary words to a in Buenos Ayres last summer will be by the children under the direction
line. No ad to occupy less space than formally presented to the philanthro- of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
two lines. All advertisements charg- pist at the home of the
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish,
ed will be booked at space actually
Union in Washington Friday. The from 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
e without regard to number of occasion will be notable as the first
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
words. Cash in advance preferred. instanoft where a group of nations ment. At the New Mexico
Hospital
have joined to honor an individual.
for the Insane mass every fourtli
an
Wliliam J. Bryan has accepted
Sunday by the pastor.
invitation to deliver the principal adat the,Chicago
WANTED
Situation by experienced dress Thrusday night
FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
300th anniversary
of
the
celebration
in
male teacher,
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
public or private
of the English
school for the summer or portion of of the translation
tional avenue, tu. C. Anderson, pastor.
Bible.
it. Address M., Optic.
Sunday school at 9:45. Junior
The first meeting of the commisat 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League
League
increassion to investigate proposed
at
6:30;
evening preaching service at
es in second class postage rates Is to
7:30.
be held at the White House Monday.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
FOR SALE Some gentle driving and The members of the commission are
who have no other place of wortil
Presl-dne- t
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to Supreme Court Justice Hughes,
3050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dpi
Lowell of Harvard University ship to attend divine services at this
and Lawrence Maxwell of Cincinnati. hurch.
glas Avenue.
May Day, which is a customary
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
FOR SALE Thoroughbred R, C. time for demonstrations by organized
white Wyandotte eggs, $1 for 15. In labor, promises to' be unusually quiet avenue and Sixth street, Rev. O. P.
quire 812 Douglas Ave., Phone "Ve this year. There appears to be little Miles, Pastor.
Pastor O. P. Miles will preach the
likelihood of the threatened interna
gas 15.
tional strike of seamen materializing first of a series of ten sermons on
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de at this time and so far as the de "Supreme Things."
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock the
scriptions. Notary seals and rec spatches Indicate no other great
strikes appear probable.
subject will be "Supreme Hatred."
ords at The Optlo ofCce. '
In the evening at 7:30 the subject
Of Interest in political circles will
be
the municipal election in Balti will be, "Supreme Sacrifice."
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
We Invite, the public to these ser
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money more and Tacoma's recall election
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- against the four city commissioners vices.
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2. The National Democratic club in New
York) city, is to give a dinner Tuesday
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Bight in honor of Senator O'Gorman, National avenue and Eighth street.
'
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
with Governor Wilson of New Jersey Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
Notice Is hereby give., to all tax as the chief
speaker. On the same
Second Sunday after Easter, April
payers la Precinct Number 29 of the night Victor Murdock of Kansas, lead
30, 1911.
Holy Communion 7:30;
I
be
of
will
that
San Miguel,
County
er of the republican progressives In
in my of floe, 605 Lincoln avenue, be the house of representatives, will be Sunday School 9:45; morning prayer
tween the hours of 8 a, m, and 5 p. m, the principal speaker at a dollar din and sermon 11:00. The Easter music
will be repeated at the 11 o'clock seruntil the 30th day of April, 1911, to ner in Montclair, N. J. ..
,
vice.
receive returns of all taxable properThe Duke of Connaught, if his
This church is open dally for prity. Those failing to do 60 within the health permits, will inaugurate the vate
prayer and meditation.
specified ''me will be assessed by me great Scottish exhibition in Glasgow
according to Section 4035 of the com on Wednesday. Monday is the day
FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
piled lawg of 1S97, and a penalty of bet for the convening of the new conA. O. U. W. hall, Eighth
in
Services,
111
25 per cent
be Imposed on those stituent assembly recently elected in
street, between Douglas and Lincoln.
who fail to make returns.
Nicaragua. On Thursday fifty stuTeaching service, 10 a. m.; preachJOHN H. YORK, Assessor dents of the Royal University of Copapr 30
11 a. m.
Y. P. S. of C. E. 7:30 b.
ing
enhagen will sail for America to begin m. The public is
cordially invited.
a three weeks' concert tour in the
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Can not be over estimated and any course of which they will sing before
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
ailment that prevents it Is a menace the president in Washington and apRev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
in many of the leading cities.
Wis., says: "I have been unable to pear
avenue and Tenth street.
conventions of the week
Important
of
because
sleep soundly nights,
pains
Morning worship and sermon at 11
across my back and soreness of my will include the national congress of
o'clock.
Bible Study and Sunday
was
kidneys. My appetite
very poor the Sons of the American Revolution
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
and my general condition was much In Louisville, the annual
of
meeting
run down. I have been taking Foley
the executive council of the American People's Society at 7 p. m.
Kidney pills but a short time and now
The church extends a most hearty
sleep as sound, as a rock, my general Bankers' Association in Nashville, and invitation to all
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Even against your own tendency to spend too freePRAISES TWITCHELL ding was a comparatively simple and 143 men and a complete equipment. In responding to the ca'l for national
ly. Open an account and you'll be better off.
State aid of the National Guard has defense. In the Civil war, the hand
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The ful of regular troops guarding the
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LOCAL NEWS

In New Shelled Nuts

Lunches
Kitchen.

WE HAVE
Chabert Walnuts, per lb. ... , .
Sicilian Filberts, per lb.......

60c

Mammouth

60c
90c

Jorden Almonds, per lb

lb....... 85c

Blanched Salted Almonds, per

Pecan Pieces, per lb.............
Pefjnalios, per lb..

AT

White Kitchen the
ness. Meals, 25 cents.

1

...90c

Select Pecans, Halves, per lb

Lunch every morning at
Buffet

10

o'clock

i

60c

Mrs.

1017

60c

'

Main 357.

James Clay has turned " over
eastern buyers about 300 head
cattle at a good price.

V

The Store of Ike Davis

The programme
will be repeated

of Easter music
at St. Paul's Memo-cia- l

church tomorrow atthe 11 o'clock
service. Everybody cordially welcome."

sSS5)4

5-P-

Garden Hose

ly

1

Las Vegas Camp No. 13,779 Modern
Woodmen of America, held a well attended meeting last night. A resolution was adopted by the local camp
OFF TRAINBY BRIDGE
endorsing Neighbor Z. W. Montague,
delegate to the state camp at Santa
Fe on May 3, as New Mexico delegate JOHN BRYANT COMES NEAR BEto the head camp, which meets June
ING KILLED IN AN ACCI20 at Buffalo, N. Y. Following the
DENT AT CHAPELLE'
meeting of the Woodmen, a lodge of
Hustlers was organized, officers electStruck violently by ironwork on a
ed and installed. The local M. W. A.
bridge a short distance west of
camp gives every indication of growth
John Bryant, a brakeman, was
and prosperity in the future.
this morning thrdwn from Santa Fe
local freight train No. 705. Bryant fell
An unsightly lunch wagon almost into the arroyo, a distance of over, ten
as big as a box car, made its ap- feet. He sustained several severe
pearance on the street last night. Hot cuts and bruises but was not seriousdog and other delicacies were dis ly injured. Bryant was brought back
pensed over its counter and the smell to Las Vegas and placed in the Santa
of frying onions and hamburgers was Fe hospital. Reports from the hosabroad in the land. Nothing brands pital this afternoon state that he
a place as a Jay town more complete- sustained no broken bones and will
ly than a lunch wagon. The vehicles recover from his injuries, unless some
are in the way and are an eyesore. unforseen complications arise.
If the city has an ordinance against
Bryant was in the act of putting
lunch wagons it should enforce it. If a negro tramp off the train when
it has no such ordinance it should en- the accident occurred. He leaned far
out from the side o the car on which
act one at once.
he was riding and was struck by the
The concert to be given tomorrow projecting sides of the bridge. The
Ladies negro jumped as the train approached
evening by the Euterpean
chorus In the Duncan opera house will the bridge and disappeared in the
right-of- begin at 8:45 o'clock in order not to cactus and brush along the
was
west at
The
train
way.
running
conflict with the evening services at
the various churches. Reserved seats the rate of about ten miles, an hour,
will be held until 8:40 o'clock. Those .when Bryant was knocked off. His es.
who telephoned for seat reservations cape from being thrown under the
should call at the Y. M. C. A. tonight cars or receiving more serious injurfor their tickets. This is important ies was a lucky one.
as not tickets will be issued tomorrow.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
S. M. Rieland of Wagon Mound this
finest draught beers served over any
week sold on the Las Vegas market
bar in the city.
a carload of beans from his last year's
crop. He received $2,240 In payment.
It. has been discovered" there are
many thousand pounds of last year's
beans im the barns of the farmers, although the general impression was
most of them had been shipped out a
long time ago. Beans are now bringing a good price on the market.
Cha-.pell-

Juan Martinez, a frequent visitor
in police court, was this morning
given twenty days in the hoose gow
of
by Judge Murray on, a charge
drunkenness.

CALL ON US
F0RJY0U SEE WE

HAVE-

We are prepared to take care of
any and all 'kinds of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfaction guarteed. The
Parisan Dry
Cleaning and Pressing Co. Phone

-

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
.
Choice Millet Seed

Main 35.

The MaroonB will play a game toafternoon ,with the Cubs, a
fast local organization. The game
will begin at 2:30 o'clock and a small
admission fee will be charged in order to defray the expenses of the
morrow

FREE!

FREE!
absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR
We kive

game.

Tomorrow atfernoon

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main
.1

4

o'clock

Vegas whether members of the Y. M.
C. A. or not are invited to be present.
The Young Men's Dramatic

131

ESTABLISHED

at

Rev. E. C. Anderson will address the
boys of Las Vegas between the ages
of 12 and 16 years on "Self Respect
and' Self Control." All boys ,In Las

club

strengthenedits reputation as a high
class organization last night when it
produced with great success "Tony
the Convict" before a large audience
in Mackel's hall.
Every part was
well taken and the young actors did
themselves
the
proud. Following
play- a dance was given. -

87O

HOUSE FOR SALE
An almost new six room house on

The
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

SATURDAY

First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

MEAT

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Live Hens

Extra Fancy Premium Hams

VEGETABLES

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

614 Lincoln Avenue

Strawberries

your

chicken house as well as your own house if
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of!
,

all kinds.

Graaf

1. H.

Haywar& Cx. Store

Soft Hats Derbys

reehberger

Q

Square Deal"

V
r

-

.....

(Electric
The Electric Way
is the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast of f as you like it :
--

:-

Cas Uegas Cigbt
$ Power Co

Our department
for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

4

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

;

Score
Cleveland
Detroit
Score
New

R.H-E-

3
5

.....

York'

Boston
Score
Washington
Philadelphia

.

7
7

2
1

7
9

R.H.E.
2

.

..1

7
5

Western League
Wichita' 6; Topeka 1.'
Sioux City 8; St. Joseph 5.
Lincoln 1; Denver 0.
Omaha 7; Des Moines 2.

GROCER.

3

2
0
2

G.

HEADQUARTERS

3

R.H. E.

20 Percent Off All Rugs for One Week The Choicest
Line in Las Vegas Direct From the Mills

J.

American League

STEARNS

J o hnsen
Retail Prices:-

FOR

.

"SANITARY"

2

BREAD

Son

-

Ibt, or more, each delivery,

20o per 100 lot.
to 2,000 Ibi., each delivery, 25c per 1N lbs.
200 lb., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30o per 100 lb.
60 Ibt., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40o per 100 lbs.
Lsm than 50 lb, each delivery, 60c per 100 lbs.

2,000

1,000 Ids

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ROLLS
CAKES

-

&

COOKIES

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors at Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities ot which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.

am
791

PIES

There is STILL Time
.;,.,

ppo?v

SOME OF THOSE
ROOTS
ASPARAGUS

FOR YOU TO PLANT

FINE

&

WE WILL GLADLY
SHOW YOU

Curtains

4

FRUITS

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

IT is just as necessary to disinfect and clean

SCORES;

-

Navel Oranges
Grape Fruit, Bananas
Tangerines, Lemons
Wine Sap Apples
Roman Beauty Apples
Missouri Pippin Apples

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
by us. Our stock is now full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have just received our complete line of Panamas
and Sailors in all the latest blccks.

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

National League
Score
R. H. E.
2
Boston
Lettuce
f 9 13
3 9 4
New Cabbage
New York
R.H.1V
Score
Young Onions
Bermuda Onions
3 7 2
.
Chicago
Radishes (long and round)
4 9 5
Pittsburg
Score
Asparagus (white and green)
R.H.E.
,
0 4 0
Parsnips, Carrots
Philadelphia
Rhubarb
5 7 0
Brooklyn

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Phone Vegas 450

BASEBALL

Cucumbers
Summer Squash
Florida Tomatoes
Celery
Spinach

DRY CLEANING

Is the first thing: you notice in the
dress of TheOther Fellow and you
may be assured it is the first thing:
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

Lace

three lots can be bought cheap for a
few days only. You'll buy it if you
Though spring has arrived the Sansee it.i
ta Fe concerts are still coming. S.
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY COR E. Busser, manager of the entertainPORATION.
2t ment cckirse, has arranged to send the
Clitherto Concert company here a
weeki from this evening. The company consists of two violinists, contralto, pianist, reader and cellist. The
company is highly recommended and
undoubtedly will delight the Santa Fa
employes and their friends.

First Rational Bank

HAT

PHONE MAIN 379

sign of cleanli-

ladies' tailored and
Tilden. Telephone

Davis,

fancy gowns.

Panamas Sailors

LUDWIG Wn. 1LFELD

at Long

.

p?ACTORY

COUPLED $4.50

50-FOO- T

'prbireoW' over the bar a
Long's pxittci
Old

60c

Pistachios, per lb
Valencia Almonds, per Mb

Another Lot of Our

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop, j.(jt

50c

Salted

pRESHr pROAl

at the White

up

put

j

1

191

YOUNG

Fresh Every Day

$1.50 per Oqe Hundred
rr;,

Perrynia
Store Phone Main

462,

,

& Son BOUCHER'S

Ranch Phone 276.

SCREENED

(The Coffee Man.)

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
v. .V-

Foot of

LUMP

cerrTllos

v...'

Steam Coal.
, , Sawed Wood and Kindling.,
.

0. vj. connon
Main
S(m

.

Phono Main 2 1

.

